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Introduction

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to elucidate Indo-Israel
relations through an eye of its implementation for Pakistan. In
the account of Indo-Israel relations, the hypothesis asserts
that both states intensely needed to increase underpins to
each other, after the end up of the cold war between the
United States of America and the USSR. Both states bilateral
relations in trade, cultural, water management, city
development and agricultural development are general and
defence cooperation in particular. With the passage of time,
the growing ties between India and Israel are increasing a
great pose of implications for Pakistan. This increasing
relation is creating implications for Pakistan in sense of
defense, national security, economic constraints, territorial
integrity, isolation of Pakistan from the international forum
and nascent unrest etc. In this descriptive research, the
analysis shows this growing relation is posing a threat of
balance of power in south Asia in general and Pakistan in
Particular

It is fact that the two states Indian and Israeli relations make directly and
indirectly impact on Pakistan. Because Pakistani defence is dependent on India
when she enhances its defence budget Pakistan also unwillingly has to ramp up its
defence budget. So both states India and Israel increasing their defence
collaboration with the passage of time it directly impacts on Pakistan as well as on
South Asia. In several kinds of literature, there had been defence cooperation
between the two states before and after normalization relation between India and
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Israel such as counter-terrorism, military, exchange of intelligence information and
joint rehearsal.
There had been seen defence collaboration between India and Israel Prenormalization of relations (Waqar, 2016). Before the normalization and establish
bilateral diplomatic relations there was defence tie informally between the two
states. These ties had kept secret from the access of mass because this could be a
rage in Muslim population in India. There are several kinds of literature indicates
that India got assistance from Israel during 1965, 1971 and 1999 wars with Pakistan
(Jalalzai, 1992). This assist indicated by the Israeli ambassador Yehoyada in India
stated that Israeli was providing remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs). This remotely
piloted vehicle proved to be useful for Indians to operate in the very constrain
terrain of Kargil. This strategic cooperation also expressed an Indian international
relations scholar P.R. Kumaraswamy stated that in the early twenty-first century
Israel has become the largest arms supplier to India and also India became a largest
arms export market for Israel.
However, the aforementioned relations between India and Israel is directly
creating implications for Pakistan in terms of territory, sovereignty, defence,
economics, and security challenges at the current scenario forthcoming generation
of Pakistan. These some core implications for Pakistan directly or indirectly are
discussed below the context.
Indo-Israel relations: Implications for Pakistan
Territorial integrity
Pakistan was independent of the sub-continent of Hind in 1947 and its
geographical position is closer to the Muslim (Jalalzai, 1992). Since its
independence, there has been a bone of intention between India and Pakistan which
is the terrain of Kashmir. Both states have been claiming from their independence
that Pakistan claiming Kashmir is the integrated part of Pakistan likewise India also
calming. This disputed area is under the control of India and their residents are the
majority in Muslim. The Muslim populations willing to become a part of Pakistan
but on the other hand, India is controlling the entire region and never want to lose
this region at any cost. On the other hand, Israel is also fear from Pakistan’s core
role in the harmony of the Arab in general and Muslim states in particular.
Increasing bilateral relation with the Arab world made Israel fear about this matter.
That’s why both India and Israel’s intelligence agencies MOSSAD and RAW came
closer against Pakistan (Jaan, 2018). There have some symbols which both states
have tried to infiltrate and create unrest in Pakistan through Kashmir. Israel has
sent some experts to train Indian soldiers in Kashmir border contagious with
Pakistan. In 1971 war between India and Pakistan the three secret agencies (KGB,
RAW, MOSSAD) were trying to incite Bengalis against Pakistan. This animosity
hikes up due to the cancellation of the tour from the Ex-Prime Minister of Pakistan
to RUSSIA and on the other hand Pakistan did not grant de jure recognition Israel
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as a sovereign state. The RAW and MOSSAD backed up the MuktiBahni forces
against Bengali population and Pakistani military personnel inside Bengal.
Indian scholar SrinathRaghavan displayed new fact that India had been
getting an assist from Israel in the fourteen-day war with Pakistan and it
consequent create another new country known as Bangladesh (Datta, 2013). In the
1971 war, India had not sufficient defence apparatus and also had not been bilateral
relations with Israel but sought to get assist arm and ammunition from Israel. The
ambassador of India in France DN Chatterjee started off struggle to the
procurement of Israeli arms and ammunition this proposal was accepted the Prime
Minister of India Indira Gandhi. After their sought Israel granted some arms and
ammunition to India in the 1971 war with Pakistan it is revealed by the external
affairs ministry on July 6, 1971 (Jalalzai, 1992). The main purpose to communicate
with Israel sans bilateral relations “Propaganda, fiancé and even procurement of
armament and oil”, India used all arms and ammunition got from Israel through
using the MukhtiBani outfit who totally established to fight with the Pakistan army.
Later, united Pakistan had to disintegrate into two block west and East Pakistan.
This was the mammoth lost for Pakistan in terms of national sovereignty, territorial
integrity as well as defence posture.
There are two main role players in South Asia India and Pakistan and both
have very potential economic and geographical importance not only this region but
the entire world. Unfortunately, both are rival each other and fought three wars in
1965, 1971 and 1999 (Jaan, 2018).Three of the wars India had been got assistance
from Israel in spite of having no diplomatic relations with Israel. The war East
Pakistan crisis India had supported the MuktiBani fiction which was fighting
against Pakistan’s army. During the war when Israel was being sent arms and
ammunition to Iran and the arms carriage was in the way of Eastern port at that
time the raw shifted arms carriage from Eastern port to Kolkata and had been
dispatched all Israeli arms and ammunition to the MukhtiBani who was fighting
against the Pakistani personnel in East Pakistan. Finally, In East Pakistan crisis the
external underpinned Pakistan had to separate. So, only Indian army and their
intelligence agency could not defeat and create a setback for Pakistan but some
mysterious external backers had Pakistan to divide and established East Pakistan
and West Pakistan. (Translated into English from the Herf-e-Raz Urdu talk show
hosted by JameelFarooqi and chief gest Oriya MaqboolJaan)
National Security
The newly launched techSAR by Indian military space program is the red
alarm for Pakistan’s National security (Khattak, 2016). In this new technology has
featured to monitor Pakistan’s military personnel movement and their activities
near its border. And using this satellite India may get core information about
Pakistan’s deployment of personnel and also watch the strategic apparatus and
main civil-military installations. This new advanced technology built up India with
the help of Israeli experts and also granted technological instrument and apparatus
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for an upgrade and wind up the new space project of India. After the completion of
this new advanced space satellite system, Indian defence capability swiftly boosts
up and stood with the modern technological standard country. So, this new space
satellite system directly impacts on Pakistan’s national security because it has the
new latest feature which easily monitoring their opponent country’s border such as
the major threat to India from China and other arch-rival states well-known
Pakistan. This new space satellite system technology may useful to India at the
border of Kashmir linked with its arch-rival state of Pakistan.
The end of cold war consequent many jobless of MOSSAD and KGB agents
and this drastic change could impact on one another country because the Israeli
some know how were became unemployment (Jalalzai, 1992). And the Middle-East
issue was under the table of the interlocutor. Then the states of Israeli intelligence
agency entered in occupied Kashmir started off their menace activities. The reason
behind the interference Israeli intelligence agent in occupied Kashmir to disturb and
create the hurdle for Pakistan. Because the realized Pakistan core role to growing
influence and bring collaborations and unity among Muslim world in general and
the Arab states in particular. Therefore, the MOSSAD agent has been active in
occupied Kashmir to succumb the freedom fighter for Kashmir and train the Indian
soldiers deployed along with the western border connected with Pakistan.
The other dangerous threat to Pakistan’s national security challenge from
the two states India and Israeli intelligence agencies RAW and Mossed
collaboration and look with greedy eye against Muslim World in common and
Pakistan in particular (Niazi, 2016). Both states had enormity with Pakistan first
they considered it is the first Islamic nuclear power states and called it ‘Islamic
bomb’. And another one is the state of Pakistan does not recognize Israel as a
sovereign state and not establish diplomatic relation with Israel yet. Not this but
also backing the Muslim country for securing their territory and national security
problems and sharing intelligence, technology. These have not been digestion from
the two states India and Israel. That’s why both states shake hand to destabilize
Pakistan for creating by clandestine activities. So, the closeness between the two
states especially defence relations without affected Pakistan internal and external
affairs.
Defence Problem
It does not astonish that India and Israel moving closer together in general
and the defence and security intelligence sharing particular (Cucciniello & Mitra,
2003). India and Israel think regarding Pakistan that the state of Pakistan creating
troubles indirectly. Israel blames that Pakistan backing diplomatic and strategic
assistance to the Arab world and inviting them to create trouble for Israel. On the
other hand, India considered that Pakistan is arch rival state and creating
insurgencies in Kashmir. This same sense further moves closer together India and
Israel regarding the matter of Pakistan. A big deal between India and Israel was
AWACS purchase India from Israel. This new and latest technology deal rang alarm
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bells to the state of Pakistan because this technology provides a substantial
advantage to the Indian Airforce during the conflict. The AWACS provide the India
Airforce with major surveillance capabilities during the event of conflict. The Expresident of Pakistan and also Chief General of Pakistan army Musharraf and
foreign minister Kasuri both publicly emphasized the United States of America to
impede the major conventional disparity between India and Pakistan.
India is being violated LOC (Line of Control) getting assistance from Israel
and this violation much more enhances after the visit of Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu to India (Baig G. R., 2018). Israel had procured some light
guns to India which easily can target its goal by using radar and satellite. India has
purchased some latest and modern technology from India which can easily
oversight the movement of Pakistani forces near along the border with India. On
the other side, the United States of America along with India is being made a plan
to impose war on Pakistan. The interviewer member of Ummat Daily Newspaper
asked General (R) Mirza Aslam Baig while taking an interview that what were the
causes of ceasefire violation increased in the Line of Control from Indian side? He
reciprocated that India wants to suppress the liberation movement by using force
and she has been getting assistance for more than two years from Israel and
America for this menace act. This assistance consisted of more than two hundred
‘Caliner 155 mm /39’ and Ultra-Light guns Israel granted to India. So, India
deployed some these latest and modern technologies along the Working Boundary
and LOC and hiked ceasefire violation of international rule and terms (Jalalzai,
1992). The two-state India and Israel are being prepared a plan to isolate Pakistan
from the international forum and destabilize Pakistan. But their menace and vicious
ambitions never be fulfilled. (Translated into English form the Urdu, Ummat Daily
News Paper)
Recently increasing insurgency in Kashmir after that Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi took the decision to get technical assistance from Israel to tackle the
growing unrest in Indian held Kashmir (Balouch, 2017). There has been bombing
White Phosphorus bomb on the innocent people of Kashmir by Indian army forces.
This new technology brought from Israel after the visit of Indian Prime paid a visit
to Israel. It has cleared that the white phosphorus bombs using Indian forces on the
innocent citizens in Kashmir brought from Israel. The other fact is that after the
Indian Prime Minister visit Israel both countries agreed to arm and ammunition
help each other. Israel became the first and dangerous arms supplier country for
India. After Indian PM visit to Israel, the Israeli high military official along with
some delegation visited the northern occupied Kashmir for two days and also met
the senior officer of RAW and decided to send some know-how personnel in India
to train some Indian units. Both Indian PM and military chief precisely
implemented a policy of tackling insurgency in Kashmir by using and propagating
some extremist group. This became fact when the extremist group leader
RashtriyaSawak Sing threatened that if there would be a little doubt regarding give
asylum for free freedom fighter in any Kashmiri household which destroys sans
warning. And this became materialized on 4 July 2017 five Kashmiri household
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weeded out by using phosphorus bombs. This would become an indirect impact on
Pakistan national security and national integrity because it might be when Indian
extremist group fully control in Kashmir that will indirectly effect on Pakistan. This
is one of the most priorities of Israel to destabilize Pakistan by supporting India in
term of defence, economic, technology, and train Indian soldiers along with border
with Pakistan.
The two states India and Israel relations are very stunning because their
defence relations had been continued tacitly despite there had not been any
diplomatic relation (Jaan, 2018). India has been got assistance from Israel when she
critically needs defence apparatus and Israel was never hesitated to support India
during wars with Pakistan and other countries such as China also. Before the
normalization of relations, Israel supported India in wars of 1965, 1971 and 1999. In
1965 Israel granted some mm mortar and ammunition to India and later in 1971
war, India underpinned the MukhtiBani faction who was against the Pakistani
army forces and used Israeli weapons. The third war was fought after the
normalization of the relation between India and Israel in 1999. At that time Israeli
also sent know-how pilot to train Indian pilot for targeting Pakistani units and posts
and mysterious spots. (Translated into English from the Urdu talk show hosted by
JameelFarooqi and the chief guest Oriya MaqboolJaan)
The growing Indo-Israeli relations are quite difficult for Pakistan’s defence
because India constantly imported some quite important defence apparatus from
Israel (Baig G. A., 2018). The two states ties are general and their defence in
particular. In 2009, Israel conceded to grant the air defence system to India which
feather is to easily target its goal and through the magnetic system it jams the drone
or other offensive plans. And India purchased one billion defence apparatus for
India. In 2015, Israel has dispatched 170 drones to India and India became a first
largest market for Israel in South Asia. And in 2017 the five NATO countries joint
exercise held dubbed ‘Blue Flag Joint Force’ Israel conducted this Joint exercise. So,
these growing Indo-Israeli relations make create a hurdle for Pakistan defence
system and create asymmetry defence in South Asia.
Constrain for Pakistan’s Nukes
It is not astonished that the convergence of interest between India and Israel
and their growing ties since they initiated bilateral diplomatic mission. At the time
are going both the country moving together (Naqwi, 2018). Indian and Israeli’s
international institutions are preparing a policy to make obstacle and constrain for
Pakistan’s nuclear assets. Israel has an enmity regarding Pakistan’s nuclear assets
and trying to weed out its nuclear power. The state of Israel considers it’s not
Pakistan’s nuclear power but it is an ‘Islamic bomb’ and totally against Pakistan’s
nukes. The two-state India and Israel closer together are indicating threat for
Pakistan to next generation. Israeli struggle against Pakistan nuclear nukes can be
guise regarding this statement given by the salt of the earth of American official that
Pakistan nuclear nuke may be a danger for the peace of the world. Triple alliance
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India, Israel along with the United States of America are being straggled somewhat
to weed out Pakistan nuclear at any cost. India is being spoken behalf of Israel and
America that Pakistan’s nuke is not safe under their salt of the art officials. It might
be a danger to reach the hand of non-state actors to their nuke and destroy the
internal peace. However, the two states India and Israel are being prepared a policy
against Pakistan to isolate and conspiracy against Pakistan in the regional and
international forum. So, the state of Pakistan all salt of the earth and high institution
such as establishment, civilian, judiciary and other intelligence agencies closer
together and take sincere action regarding this matter and to avoid Pakistan from
the evil eyes. (translated from Urdu weekly newspaper Ahya-e-Juma)
Pakistan’s nuclear power is one side and on the other side, all western states
along with India was against the nuclear power of Pakistan. Both India and Israel
had been opposed to Pakistan’s nuclear power. And both states were tried to weed
out this nuclear plan from its spot and made a lot of conspiracies against this
nuclear power plan. India is an arch-rival state with Pakistan and never to be
supported. On the other side, Israel also considered that it’s not Pakistan’s nuclear
power but it’s an ‘Islamic bomb’. Before the normalization era, both India and Israel
were closer at that cusp that was Pakistan’s nuclear power.
A malicious deed did the two states India and Israeli against Pakistan’ nuke
but did not get success their target (Jaan, 2018). In 1983, Pakistan’s nuclear program
was about to accomplish meanwhile Israel had offered for India to send an especial
plan to destroy Pakistan Kahuta nuclear power plant and made hurdle for to
become the nuclear state. Israeli fulfilled its promised and sent a plan which had
been landed in Jam Nagar Airport. Both states were ready to tacitly invade but at
that time Pakistan was a strategic partner with America and fighting Jihad with the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republic’ forces in Afghanistan that’s why the intelligence
agency of the United States of America informed Pakistan regarding their malicious
plan. The growing Indo-Israel ties are not good signed for Pakistan national
security and especially the nuclear power plant because when the American CIA
(Central Intelligence Agency) chief visited Israel and the Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu paid a visit in India and meanwhile the Indian army chief
expressed about Pakistan nuclear power. It is not solely the army chief statement
but he expressed composed statement which might be harmful to Asian stability
and peace particularly for Pakistan. (Translated into English from the Urdu talk
show hosted by JameelFarooqi and the chief guest Oriya MaqboolJaan)
Isolation of Pakistan from International Forum
Recently, after the Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu paid a visit to
India (Naqwi, 2018). India is being tried with a full potential to make policy to
isolate Pakistan from the international forum. It is not new and not stunning that
India has been trying conspiracy against Pakistan in the international forum but it
took to speed up when the Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s trip to
India and Indian counterpart reciprocated to Israel. On the other hand, both states
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considered arch-rival states from their birthday and have been border skirmishes.
But recently, this border violation also hiked up after the visit of Israeli Prime
Minister to India and Indian counterpart reciprocated to Israel. India is being
prepared a policy against Pakistan with accommodating some regional and
international countries. She is struggling along with them to pass a resolution
against Pakistan isolate in the international forum. (Translated Urdu into English
from the weekly newspaper Ahya-e-Juma)
MOSSAD and RAW Act against Pakistan
The international’s prominent source on intelligence information, Janes
information outfit reported one decade earlier in 2001 that Indian spy agency RAW
and the Israeli counterpart have established four new agencies to penetrate Pakistan
(Saeedi, 2014). Both states intelligence agencies’ plan to assault very significant
religious and arms celebrities, Journalists, Judges, lawyers, and bureaucrats.
Furthermore, bombs would be blasted in railway major stations, trains stations,
bridges, bus stations, cinemas, mosques and hotels and the much dangerous act to
incite sectarianism riot inside Pakistan. Here is a need to a famous dictum stated by
the Israeli first Prime Minister David Ben Gurion against Pakistan, he expressed
that “It is essential that we strike and crush Pakistan, enemies of Jews and Zionism,
by all disguised and secret plans” (Jalalzai, 1992). However, this statement candidly
spells out what Israel wants to see and what their aims regarding Pakistan. Pakistan
and Israel have no diplomatic relations yet since independent. And both look
towards each other as rival states. On the other hand, India also contemplates
Pakistan as an arch-rival state. Nonetheless, both states India and Israel have
cooperation against Pakistan. With the passage of time India and Israel getting
closer not only trade, cultural, technology but getting closer in counter-terrorism,
increasing secret agencies activities and defence cooperation. This enhancing
relations getting pose a threat to Asia in general and Pakistan in particular.
Economic Constraints
Recently, the Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has visited in India
along with 130 companies’ delegation and from those companies, 35 companies
barely related to defence. The six-day visits create more constraint in Pakistan what
impact wills this visit to Pakistan. During his visit, there was chant slogan against
Israeli PM Visits but the government of India overwhelmingly welcomed and
turned blind eye to anti-slogan of Israeli PM Trip. Meanwhile, the Indian incumbent
army chief given statement that if the government of India gives a task for an army
to attack and infiltrate in Pakistan then never be care regarding Pakistan has the
nuclear bomb.
Growing India and Israeli relations and its impact on Pakistan what will be
constraints of the India and Israeli nexus (Hashmi, 2018). The recent visit of Israeli
PM in India made constraints in Pakistan what will be impact and what their
purpose to close together. In Pakistan, the veteran anchor person Javed Chuhdary
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held a talk show regarding the Israeli PM six days’ trip to India and asked some
question to Senator Nehal Hashmi regarding that rips. The Senator Nehal Hashmi
reciprocated his question that he spells out the core purpose of India, Israel, and the
U.S. He briefly defined their nexus and recently statement of Army chief of India.
Israel exported one billion arms and ammunition to India annually. On the other
side, Israel aspires to make spot her in south Asia by using India and the United
States of America along with Israel and India want to weed out the enterprise
project which initiated China dubbed ‘China Pakistan Economic Corridor’. And the
other mega-project that China announced in the last year in 2017 to initiate the one
belt one road which coincidently consisted majority of Muslims country and
Pakistan is a core actor all of the others. These two core project would be useful and
make Asia, central Asia along with the Middle East prosper and stabilize like
Europe. The CPEC (China-Pakistan Economic Corridor) project would make
Pakistan economically stronger it is not digesting from the western countries
particularly India, Israel, and America. Therefore, Israeli incumbent PM and the BJP
government proposed a plan to provoked Pakistan involve and do some uneven
action that creates unrest in the region and it would impact on the mega project
(Baig G. R., 2018). The Indian army’s statement did barely respectively but that
army’s statement not barely his but the composed statement.
Conclusion
Throughout their relations history, both have been cooperated each other in
the period of wars with other countries especially Israel tacitly helped India before
normalization of relations between them. India got helped from Israel during the
wars with China 1962, Pakistan 1965, 71 and the recent war in 1999, well known as
Kargil war. This tacit relation indicates that both states have been relations since
their independent but not in public because of some domestic and international
order. Despite having some constraints both states India and Israeli relation is
forging with the passage of time and turning the blind eye from the constraints.
This growing relation indicates immense threat for South Asia in general and
Pakistan in particular because both consider that Pakistan is a great threat to them.
In the recent election in India and the Bharatiya Janata Party controlled the rein of
government and Modi elected a new Prime Minister of India to strengthen the two
state’s relations. In 2017, the Prime Minister of India paid a visit to Israel and one
year later the Israel counterpart reciprocated. And other high official’s ministerial
visits increased under the rein of Modi’s government.
The growing relations between both states India and Israel posing a great
threat for Pakistan’s stability and create hurdles for upcoming new generation of
Pakistan. Both states have common intention to create obstacles for Pakistan in all
international forums and keep away from international actors. Because, from Indian
point of views that Pakistan is one of a country in south Asia which keep eye to eye
with India and never knee-jerk despite India is threefold larger than Pakistan in
sense of Populations, Army, territory, and technology etc. On the other side, Israel
feels threat form Pakistan’s military and atomic power. She expresses that
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Pakistan’s nuclear power is not only pose a great threat for its neighbouring states
but it is a great threat for other regional states. The Israeli statesmen stated that
Pakistan’s nuked is actually the ‘Islamic bomb’. In the early time, when Pakistan
commenced its nuclear program one decade later in 1980s, Pakistan’s nuclear
program was not digesting by some international actors one of them was Israel that
Pakistan had not capacity to command and control its nuclear nuked. And this lack
of command and control capacity may pose a great threat for Israel because she
claimed that Pakistan granted technology for some Middle East states. This
transferring technology could be forged the Middle East states and it could be a
great threat for Israel. So, this contemplates about Pakistan’s to create a threat for
both of them and both have common interest to exterminate and destabilize
Pakistan and create more and more obstacles for next generations.
Nonetheless, both states relations are based on threat from Pakistan which
the philosopher of international relations Stephen Walt describes the balance of
threat theory, states goes to make alliance and bandwagon when they feel threat
from the other great or middle states in sense of aggregate power, geographic
proximity, offensive capabilities, and the last one is aggressive intension. Further,
he defines that throughout history states went an umbrella of alliances and
bandwagon when they felt threat not balance of power or interest. In the
contemporary era, the prominent instance of balance of threat is the United States of
America and Israeli alliance against the much weaker state of Islamic Republic of
Iran’s nuclear power. Here does not make a sense and can applicable the balance of
power theory. Both states alliance is based on threat from Iran’s nuclear plan. The
other example of balance of threat theory is accurately applicable which is the two
states India and Israel closer to each other owing to feel threat from Pakistan.
In this research, the researchers explained the two states relations since their
independent and its implications for Pakistan, India was independent in 1947, and
one year later the state of Israel was independent and settled in the forefather land
of Palestinian people. Both states got rid from the imperialist and colonial power
under the British control, and both governments are based on so-called democratic
order. After that, in the early time, India had anti-stance toward Israel because the
founder of India was totally against the establishing process of Israel was
illegitimate as well as Israel was not the member of NAM. These some troubles
were arisen for India to establish full-fledged diplomatic relations with Israel
despite granted de jure recognition as an independent state in 1950. Both states
relation was being crumbled from 1950 to 1992, four decades’ non-bilateral relations
made India in trouble especially after the end of the Cold War as well as drastically
felt down of USSR. These some core up and downs in international milieu became
impact on India to reconsider its traditional foreign policy toward Eastern in
general and to Western in particular. Before the end of the Cold War India had a
strategic relations with USSR and she fulfilled her defence requirement. After the
end of the Cold War India were critically suffered tremendous challenges such as
economic crisis, national security issues, and its traditional foreign policy issues etc.
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Finally, India had decided to initiate bilateral relations with Israel in 1992. When the
two states India and Israel commenced ambassadorial relations there had been seen
swiftly high official swap of visits and communication. Both states ties has been
growing with the passage of time and their relations in trade, agricultural,
educations, tourism, technology are in general and their defence cooperation in
particular. This growing relation is posing a threat of balance of power in south
Asia in general and Pakistan in Particular.
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